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Abstract.
A compact negatively curved manifold is asymptotically harmonic if and only if the relation 4XX = P holds, where X\ is the spectral gap of the Laplacian on the universal cover, and /? is the Kaimanovich entropy.
We consider a compact, connected boundaryless negatively curved Riemannian manifold. Such a manifold M is called asymptotically harmonic if in the universal cover M of M the mean curvature of the horospheres is constant. There are many equivalent formulations of this property [L2, Y] . They usually amount to saying that objects that are naturally associated to different features of the metric, such as the geodesic flow, the distance structure, or the heat kernel, do in fact coincide if and only if the manifold is asymptotically harmonic. Here we give another characterization that involves only asymptotic properties of the heat kernel on M.
A beautiful recent result [FL] says that the geodesic flow of an asymptotically harmonic manifold is C°°-conjugate to the geodesic flow of a compact locally symmetric space of negative curvature. In particular, if M is asymptotically harmonic, then its fundamental group Y1X(M) is isomorphic to a cocompact discrete subgroup of isometries of a negatively curved symmetric space of the same dimension as M. By analogy with our result, one may ask for a random walk characterization of such groups. Note, however, that the most naive discretization of our result is not true [L4] .
We denote pt(x, y) the heat kernel on M and consider the two following numbers: Ai=limsup -\npt(x,x) for all * in Af, t-»oo t 0= lim --p,(x, y)\np,(x,y)dy [K] .
In [L2] we showed that for any cover of a compact manifold 4Ai < /5 with equality in the case of the universal cover of an asymptotically harmonic manifold (see also Corollaries 3 and 4 below). (0)). The vector field Yx is a continuous vector field on SM, tangent to the stable leaf, smooth along stable leaves and covariant under the action of Yli(M). It factorizes on SM in a stable continuous vector field Yx(v), smooth along stable leaves. Consider finally on the stable leaves of SM the metric gs defined by lifting the metric on Af through the natural projection. We shall denote w the unique probability measure on SM that is harmonic for the stable foliation with gs, i.e., that annihilates the leafwise Laplacian operator A* defined by the metric gs (see [G, L3, Y] ). We have the following formula:
Lemma 2. For all k>-kx, p + Ak = / \\2YX -Y0\\2gs dw .
Proof of Lemma 2. We have, taking the leafwise divergence defined by gs:
We get Lemma 2 by integrating (1) with the measure w, using the "leafwise Green formula": j div*Y(v)dw = -f{Y, Y0)g!dw for any continuous stable vector field Y, smooth along the stable leaves [L3, Y] and the expression of /? as B = f \\Yo\\\s dw [K] .
Corollary 3. We have ft > 4kx. Proof of Lemma 5. From Lemma 5 it follows that if ft = 4kx, then /||2Yi -Ybllft^w -^ 0 as 1 \ -kx. We claim that we can find a sequence Aji , kn\ -kx, such that for w-a.e. leaf, any compact K on the leaf, we have lim /"||2yAll(t))-i0(«)lli</voi&(e) = o.
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To prove the claim write w for the lifted measure from w to -SAf. The measure w is locally equivalent, with continuous and positive density, to the product of the Lebesgue measure on the stable leaves and some measure psu on the transversals (see [H] ). Fix a compact piece of transversal T of positivê "-measure and R > 0. We can find a subsequence k" \ -kx , such that for psu-a.e. v in T, lim / \\2Yn-Y0\\2dvol = 0.
"-*°°Jb*(v,R)
Use a diagonal procedure to get the property for all R. We get that the property of the claim is true for a set of leaves of positive psu-measure on some transversal. By ergodicity of the leafwise harmonic measure w , such a set of leaves has full w -measure. It follows from the claim that the function \Ao(7i>(0)> •> 7o(oo)) for w-a.e. v is weakly approximated by kxn, n -> co, in every L2 of a bounded domain on the leaf of v . Therefore, for w-a.e. v , the above \fk~o is a weak (-kx)-eigenfunction of A. Since y/k~o is in fact a smooth function, it follows that for w-a.e. v , \\Yo(v)\\2gs = 4kx. The lemma follows by continuity of Fo and gs ■ We now prove Theorem 1. Given Corollaries 3 and 4, we may assume that B = 4ki . By Lemma 5 we know that ||Fol|2 = P ■ We also know [K] that P < h2, where h is the topological entropy of the geodesic flow. Finally, we have for the measure p of maximal entropy h : h < Jxioglcodp = J(X, Yo)dp < yfp, where X is the geodesic spray (the first inequality holds for all probability measures invariant under the geodesic flow [LI] ). All of these properties are compatible only if Fo = \ffiX p-a.e. In that case, the function /c0 satisfies rCo(x,y,c;) = exp(v^Ox,<j(y)) for ^-a-e-(x > & ■ From A/Co = 0, it follows that the mean curvature of the horosphere at v iŝ ffi for p-a.e. v . This proves the theorem. 
